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cholars engaging with the past often take the concept of periodization for granted. Looking at the past in a linear and seamless
way makes it more comprehensible, but are we doing Early English
studies a disservice by safeguarding and preserving dogmatic notions of
periodization? Margreta de Grazia argues that schemes of periodization
often determine what is deemed relevant and valuable in the academy:
“Whether you work on one side or the other of the medieval/modern
divide determines nothing less than relevance. Everything after that
divide has relevance to the present; everything before it is irrelevant.
There is no denying the exceptional force of that secular divide; indeed,
it works less as a historical marker than a massive value judgment, determining what matters and what does not.”1 As I will argue here, this
“massive value judgment” has operated in a particularly destructive way
within the field of Early English studies. This essay serves as a case study
in the politics of periodization, illuminating larger problems of periodization. Not only is the field tribal and prone to gatekeeping; its survival is
hindered by an affinity with white supremacy that shuts out innovative
work and marginalized scholars and impoverishes the discipline.2
The dates that comprise the early English period have long been
contested, adding to the complicated character of the field as a whole.
Scholars typically agree that the period begins in Britain with the end
of Roman rule sometime in the fifth century, widely known in European
history as the “Migration Period” or the “Völkerwanderung” (migration
of peoples).3 Established historical narratives describe migrants coming
to Britain as Germanic tribes, most notably tribes of Angles, Saxons, and
Jutes.4 One of the earliest and most contemporaneous textual records
of this migration appears in the Latin chronicle of late antiquity, the
Chronica Gallica a CCCCLII, which records for the year 441 CE: “The
British provinces, which to this time had suffered many defeats and
misfortunes, are reduced to Saxon rule.”5 The Venerable Bede’s account
in his Historia Ecclesiastica (ca. 731 CE) gives us a slightly later date of
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449 CE for “those who came over were from the three most powerful
nations of Germany, the Saxons, Angles and Jutes.”6 Determining the
exact year of the tribes’ arrival has been difficult, and it has been argued
that writers like Bede may have intentionally misinterpreted their own
sources for the purpose of yielding an end date for the period.7 Another
record of the migration comes from the Briton monk Gildas (500–570
CE), who describes a council of leaders in fifth-century Britain offering
land to the Saxons.8 This treaty partitioned the southeastern part of the
island to the Saxons, who, in exchange for their armed aid in defending the Britons against attacks from the Picts and Scots, would receive
land and food supplies.9
While early medieval sources cannot corroborate a precise date for
the beginning of the early English period, archaeologists have been able
to adjust the Bedan date from the latter half of the fifth century to the
earlier half of the century. Catherine Hills and Sam Lucy’s meticulous
archaeological analysis of a cemetery at Spong Hill, England revealed
that the onset of migration and settlement in Briton occurred near the
beginning of the fifth century and not later as previous claims asserted.10
Additional material evidence uncovered by archaeologists Heinrich
Härke, Catherine Hills, and Robert Hedges bolsters this archaeological assessment. Their studies show that varying population numbers of
Germanic migrants were already established in southern and eastern
Britain by 500 CE.11 The precise start date of the Middle Ages is not the
primary focus of this paper. However, outlining the complicated history
in determining a commencement date reveals a scholarly impulse to
preserve conventional and restrictive methods for understanding the
world that reinforce Western periodization. Although historians generally do not have tangible objects for classification of periods, “All subdivisions of time inescapably reflect the values of the classifiers.”12 This
preoccupation with the tripart system transitioning from antiquity to the
Middle Ages followed by the modern period underpins a traditional,
linear narrative centered on a Christian, Eurocentric worldview.13 This
worldview has long dominated our understanding of the early English
past, and has prevented the field from understanding history and human development in more comprehensive and constructive ways.14
The energy scholars have spent on determining the beginning of the
period comes precisely from a desire to locate the origins of modern
England, an England that, when periodization debates were really taking off, was also being reimagined as a super empire. Time, history,
and material evidence have been used as anchors to map out when the
Angles and other tribes landed on the British Isles to position England,
and by extension Europe, as the apex of civilization and “modernity.”15
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Periodization has often been a product of white supremacy; the field’s
persistent efforts to establish definitive dates to define itself emphasizes
how “white supremacy evolves over time.”16
Determining an end date for the early English period is no less complicated. The general consensus for the period’s end date until recently
was either 1066 CE or the end of the eleventh century. Looking back to
the transition from early English to Norman rule, the twelfth-century
chronicler Orderic Vitalis (1075-c. 1142 CE), a product of an AngloNorman marriage, wrote: “And so the English groaned aloud for their
lost liberty and plotted ceaselessly to find some way of shaking off a yoke
that was so intolerable and unaccustomed.”17 In the immediate aftermath
of the Battle of Hastings, early English lords were replaced by Norman
ones; for several years, resistance, rebellions, and plots to regain lost land
transpired. Early English nobility were exiled or absorbed into the ranks
of the peasantry, or they fled to Scotland, Ireland, or Scandinavia. The
Byzantine Empire and Varangian Guard attracted mercenary soldiers.18
Old English remained the vernacular among peasants, although some
learned Norman French to communicate with their rulers. For at least a
century after the Norman Conquest, England had a trilingual situation:
Old English was spoken among the common people, Latin remained
dominant for the church, and Norman French was the language of administrators, the nobility, and the law courts.19 So, although the Battle
of Hastings used to mark the end of the early English period, some
scholars cite a later end date that corresponds with the linguistic transition from manuscripts and records of Old English to Anglo-Norman and
eventual early-Middle English ones.20 By 1200 CE the English vernacular
had shifted enough in manuscripts for modern scholars to distinguish a
change to early Middle English. Thus, the early English period is generally agreed to encompass the time from roughly the early fifth century
to the beginning of the twelfth century.
Framing the early English period in this way kept scholars from
considering the presence of continental voices during the early English period. This serves to keep the early period culturally isolated as
previous scholars retroactively reimagined an insular period in English
history devoid of meaningful contact with the continent and beyond.
In other words, the only migration that matters is the Saxon migration (and later the Norman one); everything happening apart from
this narrative is culturally insignificant. The supposed movement from
insularity to increased contact advances a teleological vision of history
that promotes Eurocentrism by offering a narrative of the rise of Europe
as a world-wide power as well as a Christian concept of time that heads
toward an imagined triumphalist end-date. The division between the
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early English and early Middle English periods is fundamentally necessary to this teleological, triumphalist understanding of history, which has
tended to isolate Old English and Early English studies from the rest of
premodern English studies.
Periodization obscures these often complex narratives, especially those
of the first millennium CE before nation states as we understand them
were more recognizable.21 The crux of periodization, though, is that it
operates within the framework of white supremacy, prompting scholars
to view time both episodically and linearly rather than as a complex
web. As a result, the dominant narrative highlights Western civilization’s
“progress” and rise to superiority, while everything outside of the Western
narrative diminishes by comparison. Dipesh Chakrabarty explains how
an earlier time reinscribes itself in later periods: “Humans from any
other period and region—are always in some sense our contemporaries:
that would have to be the condition under which we can even begin to
treat them as intelligible to us.” He further explains “that the writing of
medieval history for Europe depends on this assumed contemporaneity
of the medieval, or what is the same thing, the noncontemporaneity
of the present with itself.”22 In other words, we bring past human narratives into our present to make sense of history and time. The difficulty of reinscribing the past into the present is that features of history
most important to the ruling class often become the only identifiable
characteristics emphasized. A crucial component in historiography, as
Chakrabarty contends, is a dependence “on this assumed contemporaneity.”23 He suggests how medievalists, in particular, look for relatable
markers with the past: “What makes the historicizing of it possible is
the fact that its basic characteristics are not completely foreign to us
as moderns (which is not to deny the historical changes that separate
the two).”24 A critical detail here is Chakrabarty’s pronoun “us.” Who is
“us?” Stuart Hall also queried this pronoun in relation to discourse and
language in the West, arguing that discourse around “us” continues to
reflect “the language of the West . . . its practices and relations of power
towards the Rest.”25 Until recently, the primary classifiers of historical
periodization—those who write medieval history, especially history of
the early English period—were predominantly white men grounded in
classical and/or Christian learning. This poses another problem for Early
English studies: the “us” that constitutes the field often means white,
middle-class, cis-heterosexual people. This homogeneity has resulted
in monotonous research, a stifling of innovative ideas, and the loss of
voices that could fundamentally add valuable and diverse viewpoints to
the discipline.
Just as scholars within Early English studies continue to grapple
with questions around periodization and disciplinary belonging, they
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wrestle with determining more suitable terminology. Until recently, Early
English studies was more commonly known as “Anglo-Saxon” studies,
supposedly named after the people central in the historical narrative.
But current questions about what an “Anglo-Saxon” is and about the
term’s complicated ties to British imperialism have caused contentious
debates.26 Other problems compounding the field include debates
about how material evidence should be analyzed. Existing manuscripts
may be scant, but new theoretical approaches and advanced technology
can provide an abundance of new ways to analyze texts and artifacts.
Still, as Eileen Fradenburg Joy has argued, traditional and conservative
methods of analysis, as well as the remoteness of the language itself,
are primary reasons why the field receives less attention than the later
medieval period.27 Kathleen Davis highlights, more broadly, how conventional approaches often “exercise exclusionary force,” creating more
homogenous representation within a discipline.28 Davis’s point is true for
most of the history of Early English studies, a field that has preserved
an ethnonationalist view of English history.29
Trailblazers in the field have often been ousted or silenced for speaking out about problematic issues within the discipline, and/or for
examining the past with theoretical models that challenge traditional
thinking.30 Though theoretical analyses are often dismissed as trendy or
less rigorous, different frameworks of analyses expand understandings of
the past without whitewashing its content or (re)producing a monotony
of traditional-themed scholarship. Failures to recognize that the field
and its content have been predominantly fashioned for and by white
people has allowed white supremacists to latch onto a fictitious narrative of what they believe the “Anglo-Saxon” period is. This insularity
has stifled the field’s growth and allowed ethnonationalist narratives to
flourish, impressing on the public that the discipline is exactly as they
think: a field for white people in representation, in research, and in
content. By insisting on rigid periodization that separates Early English
studies from the later Middle Ages, scholars of this earlier period have
often isolated themselves, hampering their ability to attract students and
scholars from marginalized communities who could assist in growing a
waning discipline. Redressing whiteness and whitewashed narratives can
be challenging, as Hall notes in “The Spectacle of the ‘Other.’”31 One
strategy for Black, Indigenous, People of Color (BIPOC) representation,
he argues, involves working within an existing field overrepresented
by white people and trying to “contest it from within.”32 While diversity
initiatives are not enough, and though the burden of shifting fields,
organizations, and ideas often rests on the shoulders of BIPOC scholars,
there is still value in being welcomed into a field and connecting to its
narratives and content in some way. Chakrabarty speaks of medievalists
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connecting in some way with the past, however, Early English studies
has largely failed to bring its content and history into the present by
making it relevant and relatable.33 The field continues to enforce a narrative centered on English nationalism that depends on a whitewashed
history and appeals to a populace inherently taught to view whiteness
as the default authority.
Kathy Lavezzo tells the story of a young Hall who won a scholarship and
left his homeland in the Caribbean to spend six years studying at Oxford
University.34 Reflecting on the antiquated system in which he learned,
he described his education as “lodged in the past” because a full quarter
of his coursework consisted of medieval literature.35 Although Hall had
mapped out a medieval studies graduate project on Piers Plowman and
“tried to apply contemporary literary criticism to these texts,” his South
African language professor, J. R. R. Tolkien, discouraged and dissuaded
Hall “in a pained tone that this was not the point of the exercise” and
from pursuing graduate work in medieval studies for fear that historical
precision was at stake and at risk from anachronism.36 Hall notes that
he “was interested in medieval literature but I was interested in it in a
critical way, not in a scholarly way.”37 By “scholarly” he was describing
an approach within the study of Old English focused on philology and
traditional historiography. Hall was propelled away from medieval studies and has since provided the scholarly community with some of the
most invaluable theoretical work on race in a historical context.38 The
story of Hall’s removal from the field prompts a haunting reflection:
how might the field have developed differently if intellectuals like him,
and perspectives like his, were not discouraged or dismissed outright?39
Building on Edward Said’s Orientalism, Hall’s essay “The West and the
Rest: Discourse and Power” examines perhaps one of the most hallowed
social constructs in the Western world, the very idea of “the West”: its
characters, its boundaries, and its coherence as a subject of study.40 As
Hall argues, “The West produced many different ways of talking about
itself and ‘the Others’. But what we have called the discourse of ‘the
West and the Rest’ became one of the most powerful and formative of
these discourses. It became the dominant way in which . . . the West
represented itself and its relation to ‘the Other’.”41 Time, history and
texts have been manipulated to reveal a “triumph of the West over the
‘peoples without history.’”42 Enzo Traverso reaffirms this “Hegelian matrix” in which philosophers like German-born Georg Wilhelm Friedrich
Hegel (1770–1831) “drew a great historical picture of humankind in
which the Western world appeared as its natural accomplishment.”43 So
too, the early medieval period (particularly in Britain) has often been
deployed to foreground “Western civilization” as the pinnacle of suc-
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cess and as part of a foundational narrative in Anglo-American society.
The “Anglo-Saxon” myth itself was perpetuated by President Thomas
Jefferson in the US, who saw the myth as a way to orient the future and
who envisioned early settlers as the contemporary carriers of the “AngloSaxon” project.44 The entire settler-colonial narrative has long enlisted
moderate language by which white people “migrated” to the Americas,
just as the German tribes “migrated” to the British Isle. This movement
is described as “migration” instead of as “invasion,” which is reserved for
people of color moving to the Global North.45 The immigration of the
former is deemed natural to and endorsed as necessary within the larger
narrative of Hegelian history where Europe is at the apex of civilization.
This imperialist mindset helped shape Early English studies from
its infancy, leading to more than a century’s worth of readings of texts
like Beowulf in colonialist ways.46 Likewise in England, late-nineteenthcentury Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli noted how romanticizing
and racializing the early English period could energize an atrophied
nation; a cleverly manipulated version of the past, or even an entirely
invented past might “explain the present, and . . . mould the remedial
future.”47 Less than a century later, Hall would analyze the success of this
long-term program of rewriting the past in which imperialism allowed
for reimagined histories to be seen as wholly true. In turn, whiteness
has become the default, so that alternative ways of seeing the world
have become increasingly difficult to take hold in established historical
narratives. He asserts that “discourses . . . always operate in relation to
power—they are part of the way power circulates and is contested. The
question of whether a discourse is true or false is less important than
whether it is effective in practice. When it is effective—organizing and
regulating relations of power (say, between the West and the Rest)—it
is called a “regime of truth.”48 Similarly, around much of the globe, the
early English period is viewed in absolutes: as formative, static, wholly
white, and superior to something “other,” whatever “other” may be in
the English historical narrative. The “regime of truth” in the case of early
England has been premised on white superiority, an ethnonationalism
entrenched in the modern English psyche and in the British academy,
which largely refuses to interrogate a warped historical narrative built
on English nationalism and colonialism.
Historically, content within the early English period has been taught
in support of a white supremacist, colonial narrative; racist gatekeeping has prevented those seen as “others” from entering the field, while
rampant racism has forced marginalized scholars to pivot to different
fields, leave academia, or work as model-minorities.49 Likewise, the
whitewashing of early English literature and history has made it dif-
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ficult for students of color to connect with medieval studies for a long
time. Despite the domination of white voices, academics of color have
advocated for teaching English literature without a Eurocentric slant
for more than a century. 2019, for example, marked the centennial anniversary of Gordon David Houston’s retirement as English professor
and chair of the English department at Howard University.50 What was
unknown in medieval studies was that Houston, an African American,
was not only an activist-scholar who petitioned to teach Black students
a less whitewashed syllabus of English literature that would help them
to connect with the texts, but also a proficient researcher in Old and
Middle English who included medieval examples in his Basic English
Grammar.51 Houston, then, is one of the earliest Black professors in the
US who can be identified as teaching Old English poetry and History
of the English Language (HEL) courses, and publishing professionally
on both Old and Middle English languages.52 Given that WASP (white,
“Anglo-Saxon,” Protestant) culture was widespread and that so many
leaders in the US actively drew on the idea of the “Anglo-Saxon” myth,
Houston is an important figure in the history of Early English studies for
this reason alone. For a Black man to be teaching a literary course on a
subject that white men, including presidents, used to bolster themselves
as superior surely brought discomfort to Houston, as evidenced in his
writings on the subject.
In the very same year that Tolkien was advocating for Beowulf to be
appreciated as poetry in his seminal work “Beowulf: The Monsters and
the Critics,” Houston published his philological analysis of the history
of English from Old and Middle English onward. Tolkien argued for
a different approach to Beowulf because “the main interest which the
poem has for us is thus not a purely literary interest”; rather, analyses
predominantly centered on philology and historicism.53 This juxtaposition speaks volumes about who is granted the right to shift paradigms
in the field at the expense of those forced into traditional work that is
deemed more “worthy” of study. Notably, Tolkien was not the first scholar
to argue for a less philological approach to Old English literature. In
“Reconstruction in the Teaching of English,” Houston argued that the
“obvious leaning towards less theoretical and more practical education”
hindered student progress and reduced interest:
The gravest mistake, perhaps, in teaching English is the attempt to teach literature as though it were a subject like history, or mathematics, or physics. Many
instructors fail to realize that the interpretation of literature, like that of any
other art, depends primarily upon the development of the critical faculty. Frequency in reading does not necessarily imply intelligence in reading. Instructors,
therefore, must not conclude that because they have covered, in an artificial
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fashion, a number of literary masterpieces, that they have created within their
students an appreciation of literature. A far more substantial training lies in a
systematic drill in analysis and synthesis.54

Houston was advocating for close readings and appreciation of texts some
twenty years before Tolkien’s piece on Beowulf would appear. Houston
argued for more engagement with texts and less focus on Eurocentric
literature in lieu of texts that might appeal more directly to his students.
For Houston, the study of English literature was more than memorization
and recitation, and he explained that engaging with texts and developing
“the critical faculty” would allow students a deeper appreciation for literature. Advocating for literature to be read and appreciated in ways that
would help students connect with culturally distant materials, Houston
was the frontrunner of advocating for material like Beowulf to be read
differently. He was concerned not only about critical engagement with
texts but also about accessibility, and he argued that the discipline of
English literature had long been “designed for the ‘favored few’ rather
than for the masses.”55 This lack of acknowledgement of Houston’s
publications and public writings suggests how BIPOC scholars have
often been erased from Early English studies and how certain ideas are
only given credence or validated when presented by white scholars. The
field of Early English literature is still very much averse to theoretical
analysis, yet Houston was advocating for pedagogical approaches that
applied theory in his classroom more than a century ago.
Houston remains an important figure in the history of Early English
studies and how it was shaped, yet his voice and presence have been
largely erased.56 Perhaps if Beowulf had been taught in translation as a
work of literature, as opposed to fodder for focusing on metrical analysis and reading Old English aloud, it might have had broader appeal
among both white and Black students during Houston’s teaching career.
Houston’s struggle remains a lasting one into the twenty-first century.
In “White Canon in a World of Color,” Sierra Lomuto argues that the
white literary canon symbolizes “epistemological oppression.”57 One of the
results of the 2020 #BlackLivesMatter uprisings that reverberated around
the globe was the tearing down of statues of and monuments to colonial
racist oppressors. Lomuto describes how “notable” persons within the
Western canon who are commonly etched into public buildings reflect
a type of socioeconomic oppression whereby only the privileged and
those “deemed educated” enough will recognize them.58 The impulse
to memorialize racist, colonialist leaders and other historical figures in
architecture and design creates toxic confabulation and leaves BIPOC to
wrestle with the enduring racist and socioeconomic legacies of these figures. As an instructor, Lomuto argues, it is her “job to show students how
our reverence for whitewashed literary histories must be taken down.”59
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For more than a century, BIPOC scholars have been discussing how
whitewashed narratives have hindered understandings of history and
humanity.60 Our BIPOC scholar predecessors predecessors gained entry
into academic institutions knowing that their contributions and those
of future scholars of color would be necessary to produce knowledge
beyond the scope of whiteness. Still, fields such as Early English studies
have remained predominantly white for fear that disrupting the status
quo will create less rigorous work.61 This “rigorous work” is often coded
for a white, patriarchal hegemony that dominates the field’s approach
to its content, which, as Frantz Fanon argues, is “locked in . . . whiteness.”62 This whiteness, embodied in both scholars and scholarship, has
insulated the field and made it inaccessible to students and scholars of
color. As Fanon puts it, “History takes place in obscurity and the sun
[BIPOC] carry with [us] must lighten every corner.”63 Seeking ways
to ensure the longevity of Early English studies within the history of
premodern will require us to examine how we teach, how we read and
analyze premodern English texts or artifacts, and who our desired audience is and should be.64
New voices and methodologies that bring history to life in medieval
literature are vital for the field’s survival. Just as Chakrabarty describes
how an earlier time can reinscribe itself in later periods, Geraldine
Heng argues for the nonidentical character of past and present alike:
If we grant that the present can be nonidentical to itself in this way, we should
also grant the corollary: that the past can also be nonidentical to itself, inhabited
too by that which was out of its time—marked by modernities that estrange medieval time in ways that render medieval practices legible in modern terms. If
we allow our field of vision to hatch open these moments in premodernity that
seem to signal the activity of varied modernities in deep time . . . our expanded
vision will yield windows on the past that allow for a reconfigured understanding
of earlier time. Indeed, hatching open such moments in premodernity is what
feminists and queer studies scholars have, in a sense, been doing for decades
in staking out their European Middle Ages . . . The “contemporaneity of the
medieval” with our time and the nonidentity of medieval time with itself, thus
grants a pivot from which the recloning of old narratives can be resisted.65

Complementing Fanon’s conceit about shining light on historical darkness, Heng suggests how our “field of vision [can] hatch open these
moments in premodernity that seem to signal the activity of varied
modernities” by examining historical texts and moments without relying on a white lens.66 While I do not want to belabor the point about
“modernities,” we might also reflect on what that term means with regards to European history, particularly because “colonialism is inscribed
into the epistemic horizon of European modernity.”67 Heng’s argument
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exemplifies how marginalized scholars add richness to a field through a
variety of textual readings and interpretations that ensure “recloning of
old narratives can be resisted.”68 I argue here that one such persistent
narrative is an understanding of the early English period that reinforces
ethnonationalism and insularity.69
Such “moments in premodernity that seem to signal the activity of
varied modernities,” in Heng’s words, emerge in the lives of two particular
historical figures in early England whose careers shed light on how a
certain internationalism played a key role in building a tradition that still
informs English culture.70 The late seventh/early eighth-century abbot
Hadrian (born before 637-d. 710 CE) from North Africa and Archbishop
of Canterbury Theodore (602–690 CE) from Tarsus (modern Turkey)
brought with them traditions from abroad that enriched ecclesiastical
and secular learning in the British Isles. Hadrian, described in Bede’s
Ecclesiastical History as “vir natione Afir” [a man by nation of Africa],
became abbot of St. Peter’s and St. Paul’s in Canterbury and brought
with him a wealth of knowledge and expertise.71 Likewise, Theodore’s
proficiency in ancient Greek Christian traditions of Asia Minor enriched
learning. According to Bede’s account, Hadrian was a skilled scholar
of Greek and Latin and is credited with introducing the early English
to astronomical thought inherited from Greek philosophers, as well as
to riddling and enigmas inspired by North African poets.72 Both men
were knowledgeable in early medieval medicine, and a number of
medical recipes have been attributed to them.73 Theodore’s teaching
attracted disciples; he founded a school, and as the first archbishop of
the insular church, he established his place as a cornerstone in English
ecclesiastical history.
Just how oblivious early medievalist scholars can be when it comes
to the achievements of such historical figures from outside of Western
Europe becomes clear in how they dismiss “foreign” expertise and reject scholarly analysis that emphasizes extra-European perspectives that
helped build European “civilization.” Throughout the mid-twentieth
century, some medievalists were transfixed by an architectural plan for
a monastery in present day Switzerland (St. Gall), and a copy of the
medieval blueprint was recreated based on existing evidence.74 One
architectural historian, Günter Noll, connected the medieval blueprint
to Archbishop Theodore and argued that the general layout resembled
those of sixth-century monasteries from Syria.75 Noll’s theory makes important connections between Theodore’s association with the church in
Asia Minor and his impressive breadth of secular knowledge. Scholarly
rejection of Noll’s theory was swift, based in part on Western notions of
superiority and rooted in a denial that complex ideas were cultivated
in places outside of Europe in the Middle Ages. Old English scholars
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such as Michael Lapidge dismissed the theory outright on the basis that
“the evidence [was] not handled in a way which inspires confidence.”76
Lapidge employed the usual technique in Early English studies of rejecting outsider perspectives that go against whitewashed narratives.
Noll demonstrated that many European scholars, past and present,
base their rejection of global influence during the Middle Ages on
colonialist, racist notions. He emphasized that the rejection of the
hypothesis of “outsider” influence on the St. Gall plans was based on
a lack of knowledge on the part of European scholars about cultures
outside of Europe and on a perception that people in the Middle Ages
were somehow less sophisticated than people today. He quotes Samuel
Guyer’s racist dismissal of northern African influence on architectural
plans for St. Gall’s monastery: “It can be ruled out that entire peoples,
like the Germans of that time, still living in a depressed, semi-prehistoric
state, could have been in a position to rearrange ancient styles and forms
of building which were totally unintelligible to them into something
entirely new. Whoever heard of one of today’s colonial or undeveloped
peoples, such as the Negroes or Indians, being in a position to transform
our European forms of culture into completely new and varying types
of overwhelming scope?”77 This pretentious, racist, colonialist summary
anticipates the handling of Hadrian’s and Theodore’s biographies by
Lapidge, who downplays their very beings as immigrants (which undoubtedly fostered their knowledge and understanding of the world in
various ways) and treats with disdain the scholarship highlighting their
achievements outside the framework of Eurocentrism.78
Although scholars credit Hadrian and Theodore for their accomplishments in ecclesiastical and secular teaching, they fail to recognize
that these men created a thriving intellectual community during their
journeys from and learning in North Africa and Asia Minor. As they
relocated, either by force or by choice, from their homelands, pieces
of their respective homes would have remained with them. With their
disciples, Theodore and Hadrian traveled throughout England teaching the Angles and Saxons wisdom based on their Christian education.
Vestiges of their past can be found in what survives of their teachings
and writings, such as Hadrian’s riddling and enigmas borne out of
North African traditions and Theodore’s inclusion of a Persian saint
in the Old English Martyrology.79 Lapidge’s praise of these figures for
“what was arguably the most brilliant school of studies during the entire
[early English] period” is clouded by the lack of acknowledgement of
the international and intercontinental knowledge they introduced into
the English kingdom.80 Instead, Lapidge undermines Hadrian’s and
Theodore’s achievements through his nationalist reading, identifying the
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point of origin for students’ continental missionary work as “English,”
rather than recognizing the global influence on English learning itself.
In this view, the substance of Hadrian’s and Theodore’s achievements
most often involved “books and learning” and their recording of “facets
of [early English] life,” a perspective that erases their own respective
histories and the influences of their experiences abroad on the cultivation of early English culture.81
A whitewashed and racist narrative centered on Eurocentric exceptionalism has impoverished understandings of history and allowed a
white supremacist narrative to feed into the Anglo-American psyche.
The fact that Hadrian, “the man by nation of Africa,” may have been
Black further disrupts the established account of British history that early
English studies maintains.82 At any rate, Hadrian and Theodore’s imperishable legacy is hardly mentioned, if at all, in the classroom, and theirs
and others whose origins were not European are often downplayed or
ignored because the field is entrenched in white supremacist narratives
and, until recently, unwilling to talk about race. Erik Wade argues that
medievalists see continuities between modern and medieval concepts of
race, yet, “Due to the whiteness of Early English studies and its colonial
disciplinary beginnings, critical race theory has made few inroads into
the scholarship.” He further contends that the history of race undercuts
the traditional narrative that race is “often tied to the emergence in the
West with modernity, the Middle Passage, or the scientific method.”83
The field has always relied on a tacit centering of whiteness in its modes
of thought and analyses that have gone largely unchallenged because
authoritative figures refuse to allow critical discourses seeking to question
the assumption that whiteness is the default. Medieval studies as a whole
has often acted as a key player in reinforcing white supremacy. Other
disciplines have chosen to reexamine their canons and the structure
of their field much sooner than Early English studies; however Early
English studies, in particular, has continued to anchor its narrative in
whiteness to reinforce white “greatness.”
We live in a contentious time in which fascists and white supremacists, particularly in predominantly English-speaking countries, seek to
identify with what they view as “their” heritage, their “Anglo-Saxon”
roots. In her essay “Grendel and His Mother,” Toni Morrison discusses
how the Old English poem Beowulf resonates in the present by weaving
it into the hideous fabric of fascism: “I know that democracy is worth
fighting for. I know that fascism is not. To win the former intelligent
struggle is needed. To win the latter nothing is required. You only have
to cooperate, be silent, agree, and obey until the blood of Grendel’s
mother annihilates her own weapon and the victor’s as well.”84 Morrison’s
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compelling image allows an episode within Beowulf to reinscribe itself
into our present. As with all white supremacist projects, this supremacy
in Early English studies has endured silently and stealthily, shaping not
only the field’s content but also its professional culture for white and
nonwhite scholars alike, normalizing significant imbalances in power and
audibility, and erasing voices like Morrison’s, who would have breathed
new life into a dying field.
Early English studies continues to grapple with the issue of its name,
who it champions in history, who its representatives are within the field,
and how its scholarship reflects on the world. The field diminishes
understanding of this time in English history with continued restrictedness and erasure. These constraints not only dissuade interdisciplinary
research but impoverish our understanding of “then” and “now.” The
field, created and continuing to function within a white supremacist
framework, requires us to consider issues of accessibility. Who are “we”?
Who do “we” let in? What does this field seek to investigate and why?
When Hall interrogated these questions he argued that “others,” “us,”
and “them” are all assembled and assessed by Eurocentric perspectives:
“Discourse continues to inflect the language of the West, its image of
itself and ‘others,’ its sense of ‘us’ and ‘them,’ its practices and relations
of power towards the Rest. It is especially important for the languages
of racial inferiority and ethnic superiority which still operate so powerfully across the globe today. So, far from being a ‘formation’ of the
past, and of only historical interest, the discourse of ‘the West and the
Rest’ is alive and well in the modern world.”85 As a Black man who had
aspirations to become a medievalist, Hall knew intimately how the field
functioned and how discourse within the discipline might not simply
inflect the language of the West, but be infected by narratives of superiority that problematize how the medieval period is interpreted. White
supremacists incorporate the medieval past into their ethnonationalist
myths in part because scholars have repackaged the period for them
by actively and passively constructing myths of national and cultural
homogeneous “Anglo-Saxon” identity that intersects with putative racial
identity. This scholarship has created an “us” vs “them” not only within
the field, but also for the public, thus reiterating what Hall refers to as
“the West and the Rest.”
Academic fields like Early English studies can only be saved through
a cultural shift that requires structural, pedagogical, and generational
changes. Neither academia nor Early English studies should specifically
be for white people, and figures like Hall, Houston, and Morrison offer
us examples of how people of color were breaking the mold in predominantly white fields. Diversity is complex. Simply having BIPOC in
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the field is not enough to redress the inequalities that plague any given
field, but it is an important first step to begin interrogating why and how
whiteness is centered. There are often challenges to disrupt our field,
disrupt medieval studies, and disrupt academia to make lasting changes.
These goals are worth striving for, but in disrupting the establishment, we
often see our disruptions in the abstract. Early English studies must be
reenvisioned and rebuilt by scholars if they are serious about its survival.
Organizations and departments will have to think beyond “inclusion”
and come to recognize and understand the very real relations of power
that have cultural and material effects on our fields. The academy cannot simply “diversify” only to rely disproportionally on the labor of their
BIPOC members. It cannot simply invite more BIPOC colleagues into an
unsustainably racist environment.86 Early English studies is entrenched
in white supremacy narratives, and if we do not continue interrogating
why this is so and query where we go from here, this period of study as
a specialization, whatever its dates may be, will not survive.
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